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Abstract 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are established for the existence of a graph whose upper and 
lower domination, independence and irredundance numbers are six given positive integers. This 
result shows that the only relationships between these six parameters which hold for all graphs and 
which do not involve other graph theoretical parameters, are already known. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper N(x) (N[x]) will denote the open (closed) neighbourhood of the vertex 
x of a graph G. If XL V(G), then N [X] denotes the union of closed neighbourhoods 
of vertices in X, while the subgraph induced by X is denoted by G[X]. 
A set D c V(G) is a dominating set of G if N [D] = V(G). 
A set I L V(G) is independent if G[J] has no edge. 
A set XE I’(G) is irredundant if for all XEX, 
NCxl-NCX-{xjl#@. 
For each of the above types of vertex subsets, we define upper and lower parameters 
as follows: The upper (lower) 
domination number T(G) (y(G)), 
independence number P(G) (i(G)) and 
irredundance number IR(G) (ir(G)) 
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are respectively the largest (smallest) cardinality of a minimal dominating, a maximal 
independent and a maximal irredundant set of vertices of G. 
The concepts of domination, independence and irredundance are intimately related. 
For example the following proposition indicates relationships between extremal sets 
of these types. 
Proposition 1 (a) (Berge [4, p. 3091). JfX is maximal independent, then X is minimal 
dominating. 
(b) (Cockayne, Hedetniemi and Miller [lo]). [fX ‘1 zsminimal dominating, then X is 
maximal b-redundant. 
Due to the richness of mathematical theory, computational interest in parameter 
evaluation and the diverse practical applications of these concepts, there has been 
a vast amount of work published in this area recently. The starting points were the 
results of [3,9,10,23]. The reader is referred to [15,18,19] for extensive bibli- 
ographies (containing at least four hundred papers) concerning domination, indepen- 
dence and irredundance and some open problems. There is obviously too much 
literature to survey here but selected topics are highlighted in Section 5 in which we 
consider areas for further research work. 
The above six parameters were the first to be defined and analysed and may be 
considered among the ‘basic building blocks’ of the theory of domination, indepen- 
dence and irredundance. The mathematical complexity of the six quantities is amply 
illustrated by the fact that it is still an unsolved problem to determine precisely which 
graphs have all three lower (or upper) parameters equal. There are however various 
sufficient conditions for equality (see e.g. [ 1,5,8, 13,20,21,24]). 
A sequence m1,m2, . . . . m6 of positive integers is called a DII-sequence if for some 
graph G, 
ir(G)=m,, y(G)=m,, i(G)=m,, /l(G)=m,, r(G)=m, 
and IR(G)=m,. 
The investigation of the existence of DII-sequences was begun by Cockayne, 
Favaron, Payan and Thomason [IS]. In this paper we complete the solution and 
establish necessary and sufficient conditions for a sequence to be a DII-sequence. 
2. Necessary conditions 
We now state simple necessary conditions for a sequence ml, m2, . . . , m6 to be 
a DII-sequence. 
Proposition 2. If m, ,m2, . . , m6 is u DII-sequence, then: 
(a) m, brnz<...<rn6; 
(b) ml = 1 implies that m3 = 1; 
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(c) m4 = 1 implies that m6 = 1; and 
(d) m,62m1-1. 
Proof. Part (a) is a well-known immediate consequence of Proposition 1 and parts (b) 
and (c) are trivial. The inequality r(G)<2ir(G)- 1 for any graph G was established 
independently in [l] and [S], hence (d) is true. 0 
It will be shown in the next two sections that these simple necessary conditions are 
also sufficient for a sequence to be a DII-sequence. In order to do this, three classes of 
graphs are constructed in Section 3. These graphs are combined in various ways in 
Section 4 to obtain the desired result. 
It is interesting to observe that our result shows that the only relationships be- 
tween the six parameters which are true for all graphs and which do not involve 
other parameters (e.g. number of vertices, maximum/minimum degree) are given in 
Proposition 2. 
3. Constructions 
The first class of graphs F = F(a, b) to be constructed consists of graphs for which 
2<a=ir(F)=y(F)<i(F)=...=IR(F)=h. 
Let the vertex set U(F) of F consist of disjoint subsets A and B,, . . . . I?,, where 
2<adb and 
A={u1, . ...U.f, 
B1={U11,...,Ul(b-a+2))r 
B~={uz~,...,u~(~~~+z)} and 
Bi={Uil} for each i=3, . . ..a. 
Join the vertices in A in such a way that the subgraph F[A] of F induced by A is 
complete. Also join each Ui to every vertex in Bi, i= 1, . . . . a; join u1 to u21 and u2 to 
u1 1, and finally join u Ij to U2j for every j= 1 , . . . . b-u+2 to form F(a,b). (See Fig. 1.) 
Proposition 3. For jixed integers a, b with 2 da < b, let F = F(a, b) be the graph 
constructed above. Then 
and 
ir(F)=y(F)=a 
i(F)=...=IR(F)=b. 
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Fig. I. F(u,h) with a=3, h=4. 
Proof. Let X consist of all subsets X of [ Uy= 3 Bj] u { uj, . . , u,} such that ujcX iff 
Ujl$X,j= 3, . . . . a, while ?! consists of all subsets Y of B1 u Bz such that u+ Y iff 
Uzj$ Y for j= 1. . . . , h-u + 2. It is easy to see that any maximal irredundant set of F is 
of one of the following types: 
Z,={u,,u,) uX for some X in X; 
22=jUlj,U*j}U(Ugl,..., U,1) for somej=2 ,..., h-a+2; 
Z,=Xu Y for some X in X and some Yin gy; 
Z,=Xu( Y-{u,,,u,, })u( uji for some X in X and some Y 
in g and jE{ 1,2$. 
ButIZ1I=(Z,J=aandIZ3I=IZq(=b(notethatexactlyoneofu,,andu2,belongsto 
any Y in ?V) and therefore ir(F)=u and IR(F)=h. 
Moreover, any maximal independent set in F is of one of the following types: 
Wl=Yu(u,, ,..., ~4,~) forsome Yingy; 
W2=Yu{Uj)~({U~1~~~~~~al }-{ujl}) for some Yin g and some j>3; 
W,={u,)u(B,-{u,, ))u{u~~,...,u,~) for k,1~{1,2}, k#l. 
(Note that sets of the type WI and W, are also of type Z, while those of type W, are of 
type Z,.) Clearly, 1 I+$1 =h, j= 1, . . . ,3. Therefore 
i(F)=p(F)=T(F)=IR(F)=h. 
Finally, A is a dominating set of F and consequently y(F)<u, from which it now 
immediately follows that y(F)= a. 0 
Next we construct a class of graphs H = H(c,d) for which 
2dc=ir(H)<:j(H)=2c- 1 <i(H)=...=IR(H)=d. 
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Let the vertex set W(H) of H consist of disjoint subsets C, W,, . , . , IV,_ r, Y,, . . ., Y, and 
Z,, . . ..Z., where 
~j={WjkIk=l,...,C-_j}, j=l,.+.,C-1, 
rj={YjI )...) yj(d_2c+3)1\ forj=1,2 and Yj={yjl},j=3 )..., c, 
Zj={Zjl, ..., zj(d_2c+3)} forj=1,2 and Zj={Zjr},j=3 ,..., c. 
Join the vertices of H in such a way that H [C] g Kc and H[ Wj] z K,_ j, 
j=l , . . . , c- 1. Also join every vertex in Yj to every vertex in Zj, j= 1,. . . , c, every 
vertex in Yr (Z, respectively) to every vertex in Yz (Z,), and Wj to every vertex in Yj, 
j=l , . . , c. Add all edges yjlzkr for j, kE { 1,2}, j # k, and 1= 1, . . . , d - 2c + 3. Finally, add 
the edges wjwjk and Wj+kwjk for each j=l, . . . . c-l and each k=l,...,c-j to com- 
plete the construction of H(c, d). (See Fig. 2). 
Proposition 4. For jixed integers c, d with 2 d c and 2c - 1 <d, let H = H(c, d) he the 
graph constructed above. Then 
ir(H)=c, y(H)=Zc-1 and i(H)=...=IR(H)=d. 
Proof. To prove that ir(H) = c, note firstly that C is irredundant in H. Moreover, C is 
maximal irredundant, for suppose X is an irredundant set of H with Cc X and 
XEX-C. If XEZ=uf=r Zj, say X=Zjl for some j and some 1, then N[Wj] c 
N[X- { wj)], contradicting the irredundancy of X. A similar contradiction is 
obtained if x~Uf=~ Yj. If XE Yr u Yz, say x=yrr (without loss of generality), then 
Fig. 2. H(c, d) with c = 3, d = 5 
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Ncw21’Ncx-{w2~1~ g a ain a contradiction. On the other hand, if XE Wj, say 
x=wjk for some j=l,...,c-1 and some k=l,...,c-j, then N[Wjk]CN[C]C 
N[X-{w&l which is also not permissible. Hence ir(H)bc. 
It is furthermore clear that any maximal irredundant set of H contains at least one 
vertex in rWj,Yjl,Zjl} forj=3 ,..., c and at least two vertices in { wl, w2} u Y1 u Y, u 
Zi uZ2. It therefore follows that ir(H)=c. 
To see that y(H)=2c- 1, note firstly that (C-(w,})u{yjl lj= 1, .,.,c} dominates 
H and so y(H) < 2c- 1. Furthermore, in order to dominate Z, any dominating set D of 
H contains at least one vertex in { yjl , zjl $ for each j = 3, . . , c and at least two vertices 
in Y1uY,uZ,uZ2. Hence if Y=U;=i Yj, then IDn(YuZ)l>c. We show that 
IDnCCuCUfl: wjlll ac- 1. If either Wj or a vertex of Wj belongs to D for each 
j = 1, , c - 1, there is nothing more to prove. If not, let j be the smallest integer such 
that neither wj nor any vertex in Wj belongs to D. It is immediately clear from the 
construction of H that since Wj is dominated, WEED for each I >j. Hence 
lDn[Cu[_jsz: Wj]]l>(j-l)+(c-j)=c-1, which implies that IDl>2c-1 and 
therefore that y(H)=Zc- 1. 
Now let I be a maximal independent set of H. If I n C = 0, then it is easy to see that 
lln WJ=l for each j=l,..., c- 1 and IIn( YuZ)I=(d-2c+3)+(c-2) and thus 
III=d.IfInC#0,thenInC={ww,)forsome1=1,...,~anditisalsoeasytoseethat 
lInWjI=lforeachj#l,j=l,...,c-1 whileInW,=Q)(orInW,_,=$?ifI=c).Hence 
1 contains exactly c-l vertices in Cu[u~~~ Wj]. Again lln(YuZ)l=d-c+l so 
that I I) =d. It follows that i(H) = d. It remains to show that IR( H) < d. 
Let R be an irredundant set of H. Firstly assume that R n [ U:_ i Wj] =0. For each 
j=3 , . . . , c at most two of { Wj, yji, Zjl} are in R and one of these is wj. Furthermore, 
R contains at most 2 + (d - 2c + 3) vertices in { wi, w2} u Y, u Y, u Z 1 u Z, and if this 
number is attained, then two of these vertices are w 1 and w2. But if C G R, then C = R 
since C is maximal irredundant as proved above. Therefore I R I <2(c- 2)+ 2+d - 
2c+3-l=d. 
If R n [ U gl t Wj] # 0, two cases are necessary. 
Case 1: RnCf0. 
We first show that 1 R n Wjl < 1 for each j= 1, . , c- 1. Suppose not, and let 
{Wjk,Wjl}~R for somej=l,...,c-1 and k#l. For any WiER, 
NCWjRl~NC{Wjl,Wi)l 
and hence 
a contradiction since R is irredundant. 
We next prove that IRn[Cu[UfIt Wj]]l <c- 1. Suppose to the contrary that 
RcontainsatleastcverticesinCu[Ufli Wj].IfIRnWjl=lforsomej=l,...,c-1, 
then wj$ R since N [ Wj] G N[wj] and R is irredundant. Let t be the largest integer 
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such that IRnW,(=l; say w,~ER. By the above, {w~+~,...,w~}cR. But 
~CW,kl~~C{W*+I>..., wc}], implying that N [w,~] EN [R - { wlk}], a contradiction. 
Consequently, 
<(c-2)+(d-2c+3)+(c-l)=d. 
Case 2: RnC=@. 
Let 
.J1={jllRn~jl=l} with IJ1(=~ 
and 
J,={jI(RnWj/=Aj>2} with lJzl=~/ 
If 4 =0 there is nothing more to prove and so we assume that ~2 1. Since R is 
irredundant, there exists, for every jcJ, and every M’jkER n Wj, a vertex f( wjk) of 
H such that N [ f( Wjk)] n R = { Wjk}. Clearly, all f(Wjk) are distinct and belong to C, 
and are also distinct from the vertices We, IEJ, uJz. Thus 
hence 
) Rn[:i %]I zjz2 ~j+~<c--~dc-l. 
It follows as before that 1 R ) d d and therefore that IR( H) < d. 0 
The following theorem is now an easy consequence of the preceding two 
propositions. 
Theorem 1. For any positive integers m, dm2 bm3 satisfying conditions (b) and (d) of 
Proposition 2 there exists a graph G such that 
ir(G)=ml, y(G)=m, and i(G)=...=IR(G)=m,. 
Proof. If ml = 1, then by Proposition 2(b), m2 =m3 = 1 and Gr K, satisfies the 
requirements. We therefore assume that ml 3 2 and remark that if m, =m2, then 
GgF(ml,m3) is suitable by Proposition 3. Suppose that m, <m,. By Proposition 
2(d), m2<2m1-1. Let 1=(2m,-l)-m2 and n=ml--l; clearly m2-I=2n-1. Con- 
sider the sequence n < 2n - 1 d m3 - 1. By Proposition 4, H(n, m 3 -I) satisfies 
ir(H(n,m3-1)=n, y(H(n,m3-l)=2n-1 
and 
i(H(n,m3--I)=~~~=IR(H(n,m,-~))=m3--l. 
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Therefore G E N( IZ, m3 - I) u I?, satisfies 
ir(G)=n+l=m,, y(G)=2n-1 +I=m, 
and 
i(G)=...=IR(G)=m,. Cl 
We have thus shown that by choosing suitable graphs G, y(G) can attain any value 
from ir( G) to 2ir( G)- 1, and that the difference between y(G) and i(G) can be 
made arbitrarily large while the upper parameters remain fixed and equal to i(G). Our 
next construction shows that the differences between p(G) and T(G) and between 
T(G) and IR(G) can be made arbitrarily large while the lower parameters are all equal 
to B(G). 
Let the vertex set V(G) of G = G(2, s’, t’) consist of the disjoint subsets VI, . , V,, 
where 
r/i’=(~il,..., uiS.} for i=1,2,3 and 
&‘(Ci, , . . . . uit.) for i=4,5. 
Let M = VI u V, u V, and N = V3 u VS. Join the vertices of G in such a way 
that G[M]~K,,,+,,,G[~~uV,]~:~,+,, and G[N]zK,,+,.. Add the edges 
{l’lj2ljj(j=l,..., S’) and {u4jU5jlj=l,..., t’i to complete the construction of G (see 
Fig. 3). 
“I 
vq {vajvsj Ij = 1,.--,t’I 
“5 
Fig. 3. The graph G(2,s’, t’). 
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Proposition 5. Zf s' and t’ arefixed integers with 2 <<s’ < t’, then the graph G = G(2, s’, t’) 
constructed above satisfies 
ir(G)= . ..=p(G)=2. T(G)=s’ and IR(G)=r’. 
Proof. It is immediate from the construction of G and the fact that ~‘32 that no 
vertex of G is adjacent to all other vertices of G; hence 
Moreover, { v1 1 , ua2} (say) is maximal independent and therefore 
ir(G)=y(G)=i(G)=2. 
To prove that /?(G)=2, suppose that X is any independent set of G. Since G[lM] is 
complete, 1 X n M) < 1. Similarly, )X n N 1 d 1 and hence (X 1 d 2. 
We now prove that T(G)=s’. Clearly, V1 (but no subset of V,) dominates G and 
therefore T(G)>s’. Suppose T(G) > s’ and let D be a minimal dominating set with 
ID13~‘+1~3.Firstly,ifDnV,#~andDnV,f0,sayS={o,~,v,j~cD,thcnSdom- 
inates G and hence D is not minimal. Therefore D contains vertices from at most one 
of V, and V.. Suppose X n V4 #@. Since no vertex in V3 is adjacent to a vertex in V4, at 
least one of On V3 and Dn VI is nonempty. In the former case, (Uji, Ubj} dominates 
G for any i= 1 ,..., s’ and any j=l,..., t’, contradicting the minimality of D. In the 
latter case, in order to dominate V, we need V, CD - also contradicting the 
minimality of D. Hence DnD4 =0. On the other hand, if v,j~Dn Vs then in order to 
dominate h there exists an x~Dn( VI u Vz) and (vsj, x} dominates G, again a contra- 
diction. Therefore D n( V, u 6) =0 and D is contained in V, u 6 u V’. If D n V3 =0 
then V1 CD which is not permissible. So vsjeD for some j, and since IDI >s' there 
exists an XED n( V, u V2). But then {x, vjj} dominates G and this final contradiction 
implies that r(G) < s’. 
For any j= 1, . . . . t’, N[vsj] n V4={udj}; therefore V4 is irredundant in G and 
IR(G)> t’. Suppose IR(G)> t’ and let R be a (maximal) irredundant set of G with 
) R 13 t’ + 1 > 3. Since any minimal dominating set is also a maximal irredundant set, it 
is easy to see that if RnV4#@ Rn&#@, then IRnV,I=IRnV,J=l and 
R n ( VI u V, u V,) = 0, contradicting the fact that 1 RI> 3. Hence at most one of R n V4 
and Rn Vs is nonempty and Rn( VIu Vzu V3)#0 since jR(>r'. 
Suppose firstly that R n VIZ@, say V4iE R. Then R n V2 =@ because 
N[V,]~N[V~~]; also Rn VI=@ because N[V4i]CN[Vlj] for anyj=l,...,s’. Hence 
Rn V,#& say VOTER. But then RnG={vai), for if v,,ER with l#i, then N[v~~]L 
NCR-{u,,}l since N[Uzt~]CNC{U~i,U~/c)l~ A similar argument shows that 
Rn V3={vsk} and it follows that R={osk, Uqi}, a contradiction. Hence R n V4 =@ 
Similarly, R n Vs = 0 and consequently R s VI u V, u V3. This is impossible if R is an 
irredundant set of cardinality at least t’+ 1. Therefore ) RI ,< t’ so that IR(G)< t’. 0 
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Now let r-22 be an integer and let s=s’+r-2, t=t’+r-2. Let 
G(r,.s,t)=G(2,s’,t’)uK,~z if r>2 and G(r,s,t)=G(2,s’,t’) if r=2. Then 
ir(G(r,s,t))=...=p(G(r,s,t))=r, T(G(r,s,t))=s 
and IR(G(r,s,t))=t. 
We have therefore proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. For any positive integers m4<m5 <me such that m4 = 1 implies that 
m5 =m6= 1, there exists a graph G with 
ir(G)=...=/?(G)=m,, r(G)=m, and IR(G)=m6. 0 
(Note that if m4= 1, then of course GzK, satisfies the conditions.) 
4. A characterisation of the DII-sequence 
In this final section we show how the graphs F(a, b), H(c,d) and G(r,s, t) are 
combined to prove that the conditions stated in Proposition 2 are also sufficient for 
a sequence to be a DII-sequence. 
Let FG(a, b, r, s, t) be the graph obtained by joining every vertex of G(r, s, t) to every 
vertexinthesubsetA={u,,..., uO} of the vertex set of F(a, b). Let FG*(a, b, 2, s’, t’) be 
the graph obtained from FG(a, b, 2, s’, t’) by joining every vertex of G(2, s’, t’) to both 
ull and uzl, and let FG #(a, b, 2, s’, t’) be the graph obtained from FG(a, b, 2, s’, t’) by 
joining every vertex in M= V, u V2u V,(N= V3u VS respectively) to every vertex in 
{~ll~U12~~21 > (respectively ~u11,u21,~22}). 
Furthermore, let HG(c,d,r,s, t) be the graph obtained by joining every vertex of 
G(r, s, t) to every vertex in the subset C = { wi, . ., w,} of the vertex set of H(c,d). Let 
HG*(c, d, 2, s’, t’) be the graph obtained from HG(c, d, 2, s’, t) by joining every vertex 
of G(2, s’, t’) to every vertex in Y,u Y,ujz,,, z2i}, and, finally, let HG#(c,d,2,s’, t’) be 
the graph obtained from HG(c, d, 2, s’, t’) by joining every vertex in M (N respectively) 
to every vertex in Yiu Y2u{~11,~12r~Z1) (respectively Y1uY2u{z11,z21,z22)). 
We are now ready to formulate and prove our main theorem. 
Theorem 3. For any positive integers m, < ... <m6 such that: 
(i) m,<2m,-1 
(ii) m, = 1 implies that m2=m3= 1 
(iii) m,=l implies that ml=...=m,=l, 
there exists a graph G such that 
ir(G)=m,, y(G)=m,, i(G)=m,, B(G)=m,, 
T(G)=m, and IR(G)=m,. 
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Proof. If m4 = 1, then Gg K, satisfies the requirements and we henceforth assume 
that m4 B 2. If m, = 1, then the graph obtained by joining a new vertex to every vertex 
of G(m4, m5, m6) satisfies the above conditions and we may therefore also assume that 
m, 22. There are two cases. 
Case 1: m1=m2. 
Let mj=mi-m,, i=4,5,6. We prove that G=FG(mI,m3,m~,m~,m~) is a suitable 
graph provided that m4--m332. Similar arguments show that FG*(mI,m3,2,m;+ 1, 
mk+l) (FG# (ml, m3, 2, rn; + 2, rnk + 2) respectively) satisfies the requirements if 
m4-m3= 1 (m4=m3 respectively). 
Recall that A={u,, . . ..u.,,, } is a maximal irredundant set of F(m,, m3) of cardinal- 
ity ml. Also note that since Nc[u] c NG[uj] for any vertex uofG(m>,m;,mk)and any 
uj~A, it follows that A is also maximal irredundant in G. Suppose X is a maximal 
irredundant set of G with 1x1 <ml. Clearly, X contains vertices of G(mk, m;, mk) and 
by the above, XnA=@ But then, since X is maximal irredundant, IXn V(G(mk,m;, 
mb))l>mk. Also, (~3~ ,..., urn,1 }s-X and therefore IX~3m~+m,-23mI, a contra- 
diction. We have therefore proved that ir( G) = ml. Similarly y(G) = m l. 
To see that i(G)=m,, notice first that {u~}~(B~-{u~~})~{u~~,...,u,,~} is 
a maximal independent set of G of cardinality m3. Taking a = m, and h = m3, we define 
Y exactly as in the proof of Proposition 3. If I is any maximal independent set of 
Gwith Ill<m,, then InV(G(m~,m;,m&))#0 and ZnA=@ Therefore IInV(G(m>, 
m;,m&))l=m> and since Yu{u~~,...,u,,~}sZ, it follows that Ill>mk+m3>m3, 
a contradiction. Therefore i(G)=m, and fl(G)>mk+m3=m4. Since mk+m,= 
j?(G(m~,m~,m~))+~(F(mI,m3)), G has no independent sets of cardinality greater 
than m,=mk+m,. We conclude that P(G)=m,. 
The set 4 together with the isolated vertices Q of G(m>,m;,m;i) (where Q=@ if 
mk=2) forms a minimal dominating set D of G(mk,m;,mb) of cardinality m;. 
Moreover,since N,[DJnU(F(mI,m,))=A, the set D'={u~~,...,u,,~)uB~uD is 
aminimaldominatingsetofGwith~D’~=m,-2+m3-mm,+m~=m,.SinceGhasno 
minimal dominating sets of cardinality greater than m5 =m; +m,, we deduce that 
r(G)=m,. 
Finally, V4~QuB~u{u~1,...,~,~1 } forms a maximal irredundant set of G of 
cardinality m6 and hence IR( G) = m6, since G does not contain maximal irredundant 
sets of cardinality exceeding m6 = rnk +m,. 
Case 2: m1<m2. 
In this case m,<2m,-1. Let 1=2m,-l-m, and let mf'=m,-1, i=1,...,6. Fur- 
ther,let mi=rnr, i=l,2,3and m;=mf'-mj for i=4,5,6; notethat m;=2m;-1. We 
prove that HG(m;, m;, mk, m;, rnk) u Kl is a suitable graph in this case provided that 
mk92. As in case 1, similar arguments show that 
HG*(m~,m~,2,m~+l,m~+l)uZ?, 
(HG#(m;,m;,2,m;+2,mk+2)~I?~ respectively) 
satisfies the requirements if rnk = 1 (mk = 0 respectively). 
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Let G = HG(m;, WI;, mk, m;, mb). It follows from the proof of Proposition 4 and the 
construction of G that C = {KI 1, . . , w,,,; i ’ is a maximal irredundant set of G, hence 
ir(G)<m’, As in case 1, it can also be shown that ir(G) and consequently 
ir(Gui?~)=mr. Furthermore, (C- (w,,,;))u{ !‘jl ]j= 1, . . ..m.) dominates G and no 
set with fewer vertices dominates (we omit the routine details); hence 1;(G) = 2rn; - 1 = 
rn; and y(GuKI)=m;+l=mz. Likewise, {w1~u{w21,...,w,1). u[u;Li Zj] (where 
n =m’, - 1) is a maximal independent set in G of cardinality 1 +(rn; -2)+ 
(mi-2m; +3)+(m\--2)=mj. Since G does not contain maximal independent sets 
with fewer vertices, we deduce that i(Gu I?[)=m,. 
Notice that /I(G)~~(H(m~,m~))+~(G(mk,m;,m;i))=m;+mk. Furthermore, any 
maximum independent set I of G(m>,m;,mb) united with {w~~,...,w~~~u 
[ u;Li Zj] where n=m; - 1, is an independent set of G of cardinality 
mk+(m; - l)+(m;-2m; +3)+(m; -2)=mk+mj=m, -1. 
Therefore b(GuI?,)=m,. The proofs that f(GuK,)=m5 and 
similar and hence omitted. 0 
IR(GuKr)=m, are 
5. Topics for further research 
5.1 Additional parameters 
During the development of the theory of dominating, independent and irredundant 
sets, many other parameters in addition to the basic six have been defined and 
studied. For example, there is a large section of the theory which deals with 
fractional versions of the discrete parameters (see e.g. [I 2, 16,221). There are also at 
least two types of k-domination numbers whose definitions involve domination 
concepts which are dependent on a given positive integer k (see e.g. [6,11, 141). 
Finally, there are parameters concerning connected dominating sets 1171, total 
dominating sets [7] and efficient dominating sets [2]. These examples are by no 
means exhaustive. 
Many relationships among the members of this greatly extended parameter set 
have been established and hence the basic string of inequalities mentioned in 
Proposition 2(a) has been embedded in a much larger binary relation [16]. Thus the 
problem solved in this paper may also be embedded in a larger set of such existence 
problems. Let M = c(, (G), . . , zt( G) be a sequence of graph-theoretic parameters. 
Which integral sequences ml, . . , m, are M-sequences, i.e. sequences for which there 
exists a graph G satsifying LX~( G) = m, for i = 1, . , t? 
It is possible that our construction methods may shed some light on the problem of 
existence of the M-sequences. As far as we are aware the only other work concerning 
other dominating M-sequences apears in [1 11. 
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5.2 Restricted classes qf graphs 
Another class of problems into which our methods might give some insight, may be 
defined as follows. Let P be some class of graphs, e.g. bipartite, chordal, planar, 
regular graphs, trees, etc. Which positive integral sequences are DII-sequences for 
some graph GEP? 
5.3 Extremal problems 
Finally, we feel it would be interesting to consider questions of the type: Find 
a graph G with the minimum number of edges (or smallest maximum degree etc.) such 
that a given integral sequence is a DII-sequence for G. 
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